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About Tamar Geller

Tamar Geller - A life-coach for dogs
and their people”.

Over the last 30 years as a celebrity dog trainer and working with celebrities
as well as people from all walks of life, Tamar realized that dogs mirror many of
the same type of relationship and miscommunication issues that people often
encounter. Tamar found that by addressing how to understand dogs and how to
MINDFULLY and PLAYFULLY modify their behavior, people can positively impact all
relationships in their lives!
As a matter of fact, it was Oprah who said to Tamar: “you are not really a dog
trainer… “(Which at first made Tamar gasp for air) … “You are a life-coach for
dogs and their people”. We all want to connect with others but often times we
don’t know how to read the other person properly or how to communicate easily
what it is that we feel or need.

As Seen On:

How Better Understanding Dogs and Mindfully Modifying Their Behavior
Helps You To Build Loving Relationships With Everyone In Your Life
In a talk full of fun stories, games and analogies, Tamar gets the audience to have many aha moments. Moments where they
are given clear examples and frameworks on how to understand other people and dogs in their lives; all leading up to insights
on how to better understand themselves. It’s an uplifting and encouraging talk that gets people excited to start implementing
simple changes in their lives at home and/or at work.
Tamar’s journey started more than 30 years ago as an Intelligence officer of the elite Special Forces in Israel, where she was
able to study the behavior of different leaders in the Middle East. She then went on to help in the behavioral study of wolves
in the Israeli desert. While studying wolves in the desert she woke from a dream that told her that she “must work with dogs”.
This dream made her change her plans from becoming a psychologist and propelled her to becoming the resident dog expert
for the Today show and to be blessed to have her client Oprah Winfrey launch her book to become a New York Times
bestseller which went on to be translated into many languages.
Tamar soon saw that when following her heart, doors opened and the impossible became possible. Tamar sees our
relationships with dogs and with people as a beautiful (although tough at times) spiritual journey. Tamar believes that we get
the invitation from life to grow into the love that we are and no one better to teach us than our dogs. Tamar has presented at
many conferences in the animal world, at psychology departments of universities and lectured on Mindful dog training to
veterinary students. Tamar has also led many corporate team building meetings and retreats.
At the request of General Petraeus, Tamar created a non-profit program for active military and veterans and spoke regularly
at Camp Pendleton, the VA and DAV.
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Client Testimonials
Oprah Winfrey - “This is life changing for all you dog lovers.”
Ellen Degeneres - “Truly a dog’s best friend.”
Julianne Hough - "I sat there, mouth open in awe and my heart skipped a beat when I saw the changes
in Harley.”
Katherine Schwarzenegger - “I have been lucky enough to be able to work with Tamar and I've just had
such an amazing journey myself and Maverick has turned into such a completely different dog .”
Larry King - “Tamar Geller is the renowned Dog expert.”
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Book Tamar Geller for Your Next Event.
Oprah Winfrey calls Tamar "A life coach for dogs and their people". She believes
that working with Tamar is a life changing experience. A New York Times
best-selling author, Tamar is not a regular dog trainer. Through her revolutionary
dog training method, she teaches people how to understand and be understood
in all their relationships: romantic, parenting, professional life, etc.
Tamar, an ex-intelligence officer with the Israeli Special Forces, not only rejects
the notion of being a dominant leader, she encourages the empowering
leadership style (think Gandhi) she learned from the wolves. The wolves taught
Tamar you are as strong as your weakest link and therefore you must learn how
to work together as a team.
Tamar outlines why people and dogs behave the way they do and the danger of
misunderstanding someone’s behavior. As a misunderstood child herself, she
helps not only dogs to be able to be understood but also people who can often
feel isolated in their lives and relationships. It’s a life changing experience that
impacts all areas of life: business, home, parenting, and personal relationships.
Tamar’s storytelling is inspiring and heartfelt. An event everyone will remember
and share.
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